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THE 1957 FRONTIER
A SURVEY BY ARCH NAPIER

The word "frontier" customarily chance" of a New Mexico service
brings to mind a picture of a sturdy station. At Los Alamos, 120 emgroup of pioneers, halting the wagon ployees in N Division are conducting
train on the brow of a hill, gazing res- studies in nuclear rocket propulsion.
History and the inevitable muralolutely toward the West, and dreaming of farms, schools, and cities to ist will place us in a very exciting age.
be built. This is fine postoffice mural Yet most of us experience history as
stuff, but I wonder if the pio- a wagon train of smaller events. Some
neers ever took much time from the New Mexicans helped establish an
agonies of travel and the details' of opera company; some battled an
existence to see themselves in this epidemic; some worked on Indian
scholarships, new libraries, or addiidealized pattern of history.
And how will the muralist of the tional pipelines. All these are imfuture depict these recent eventful portant to the Space Age, too.
'months of ours? Will he place a
group of us, posing around a rocket ENCHANTMENT. It is too early
stand at Alamogordo, gazing off to- to attempt to evaluate the events of
ward Outer Space? We can scarcely these crowded months, but a few
escape this fate. Trite as it may should be mentioned before the
sound; we are actually poised on the rocket dust gets in our eyes. The year
frontier of a new era. Some of our 1957, for example, should be rememfellow New Mexicans are now float- bered for the establishment of the
ing in dark pools of salt water at Santa Fe Opera (described in the
Alamogordo to study the "weight- last NMQ) and the opening of the
lessness" of space travel. In Albu- Albuquerque Civic Auditorium.
The Opera incidentally will start
querque, scientists are developing
instruments that are ever more rug- its second season June 25 with Pucged, ever more reliable, ultimately cini's La Boheme. Other presentapreparing for flights beyond the ''last tions will include: Mozart's Cosi
Fan Tutte, Verdi's Falstaff, and Rossini's Cinderella. The season will also
Arch Napier is correspondent for
feature the world premiere of CarTime, Inc., and the WALL STREET
lisle
Floyd's Wuthering Heights and
JOURNAL. A free-lance writer who
the first professional performance
lives in Albuquerque, Mr. Napier
in the United States of Richard
is in demand as a raconteur, giving
Strauss's last opera Capriccio.
his public lectures such titles as

"The Mouse in the Bottle."
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